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Importance of Bibliographic 

Access 
 Cannot rely on lore or word-of-mouth 

 Democratizes information 

 Describes materials sufficiently to 

promote use 

 Accesses knowledge even if not 

physically present with the item 

 Connects the information seeker to the 

information they are seeking! 
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Sticky Note
Story of Penicillin: Penicillin was actually discovered twice. The first time was 100 years before the famous time in 1928 (by the bacteriologist Sir Alexander Fleming who shared the noble prize). It was first discovered and written up in a Master's thesis at the University of Paris. The thesis was then filed away without being indexed anywhere -- in other words, there was no bibliographic access to it. So it went missing and people had to die for another 100 years before someone again discovered penicillin. The point here is that ACCESS to information is even more important than the information itself. Without access information remains relatively useless, like a book on the wrong shelf in the library.



Results of Providing Access 

 Blogs 

 Websites/Databases 

 Digital collections 

 Articles 

 Books 

 Discographies/Directories 

 



Importance of Standards 

 Consistency! 

 Vetted by larger group of users (many 

times perpetually so) 

 More easily updated or transferred to 

other information platforms or programs 

 Cost effective 

 



Hidden Collections 

OCLC. Taking Our Pulse: The OCLC Research Survey of Special Collections and Archives. 

<http://www.oclc.org/research/publications/library/2010/2010-11.pdf > 
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Sticky Note
>Of 128 institutions holding a/v materials, 25% have online records, 7% have records offline; 36% have no record at all; and 36% are described within archival collections; some of those archival collections are hidden so the real number of hidden a/v materials isn’t obvious>CLIR, NEH, and other granting agencies are focusing on hidden collections; particularly keen on a/v collections>Movement on the concept of “core” or floor records for quicker processing of collections>Ideal access description is at the most granular level



J. David (Dave) Goldin 

Photograph courtesy of Mark Mattison 

Then… 

And now… 

rodriguezsan
Sticky Note
>Career in radio on the air, advertising, and operating engineer (NBC, Mutual, CBS networks).>Won a Grammy in 1981 in the Spoken Word, Documentary or Drama Recording category for his reiusse of Donovan’s Brain by Orson Welles.>Over the years, Goldin amassed a collection of over 95,000 radio programs. >Goldin, who is now retired, continues collecting radio programs and vintage radios.



 Donated to UMKC 1995-2001 

 Comprised of 16 in. recordings, each of 

which are 30 min. in length (15 min. each 

side), produced for broadcast between 1935 

and 1960 
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Sticky Note
>Goldin donated approximately 10,000 6-16 inch transcription discs that while unified by the disc format was hugely disparate in material type: vinyl, shellac, glass- and aluminum-based cellulose nitrate lacquers, cardboard, uncoated metal>Electrically recorded and acoustically recorded discs, dubbings of records, private recordings>Syndicated radio programs, spot announcements, library service programs featuring science, history, children’s shows, dramas, debates, music, variety shows, etc.



Efforts to Provide Access 

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation grant:  

Jan. 1, 2008-Dec. 31, 2010 
 

1 Special Project Cataloger 

3 Library Information Specialists 

2 Students 
 

GOAL: Eliminate barriers for discovery by 

providing a description of each disc and 

its contents online. 
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Sticky Note
We were able to be placed in an ideal situation: Equipment, time, staff resources to tackle description at the item level for the entire collection.



A Collection of Transcription Discs 



DECISIONS 

 Unit of description 

 Item, Series, Collection 
 

 Content standards  

 IASA  Guidelines (International Association of Sound 

and Audiovisual Archives) 
 

 Controlled vocabularies and thesauri 
 

 Structural standards 
 

 Delivery platform 
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Sticky Note
Unit of description: Chose item level--the most granular, meaningful access we could provide for a collection with a variety of content (no obvious arrangement, i.e., a “mixed bag”)Level of description: Full-level (could consider “core” record)Delivery platform: Worldcat approaching 1 billion recordsStructural standards: MARCContent standards: International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Cataloging Rules (recommended!) freely available, in synch with AACR2r, addresses the unique nature of archival sound. DACS is more focused on description arranged as a collectionControlled vocabs, ontologies, thesauri: LCSH, LCGFT, LC NAF



CONSIDERATIONS 

 Format stability 
 

 Available resources 

 Staff, equipment, infrastructure 
 

 CONTEXT 

 Historical, Manufacture, Issuing body, Provenance 
 

 Available information 

 Accompanying and Collected 

 Quality 
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Sticky Note



Retrieve Audition 
Gather 
diffuse 

data 

Create 
record 

Review, 
enhance 

and 
upload 

Reshelve 
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Sticky Note
>This workflow does not include efforts to clean, resleeve, and digitize content.>Students would sometimes audition the disc or audition a digital playback copy of the disc; depended upon the conservation treatment.>While the students’ tasks were a key component of the workflow, the most intellectual intervention is in gathering diffuse data and creating the records.>The highlighted components are unique to archival sound collections.
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Sticky Note
Format stability: In this case, full cleaning, transfer and digitization; access copy is CD-RContext: Weren’t meant to be played more than once or kept for posterityAvailable information: No label—must auditionImpact on bibliographic access: Make note of access copy; separate workflow and students listened to playback copy and photos were taken of the label
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Sticky Note
The diffuse data sets we were working with; this doesn’t even include the scripts, cue sheets, promotional letters that accompanied some discs.Quality of information: Difficulty of transcribing from audition. We addressed the classical music by hiring conservatory graduate students. They had to become creative searchers. Again, had to set parameters and expectations of production for students. Wrote notes indicating what they did to try to find persons, works, etc. to avoid duplicating effort by the project full-time staff.



Audition Online source 

Audition 

Donor 

Donor/Online source 

Donor/Audition 





Title Variations 

New York Philharmonic Orch. 

New York Philharmonic 

New York Philharmonic Symphony 

N.Y. Philharmonic 

N.Y. Philharmonic Symphony 



Supplied Titles 

[Kraft music hall. 1942-03-05, part 2] 

[NBC news. 1941-12-08] 

 

[Bob Dixon personal recording. 1942-04-18,  

Class reunion at Allegheny High School, Pa.] 

 



What We’ve Learned 

 Allow time to get familiar with the collection 
 

 Gather helpful resources 
 

 Set parameters 
 

 Identify and utilize expertise 
 

 Evaluate your processes 



Columbus Philharmonic Orchestra; 
Izler Solomon, conductor 

Roy Harris’ 

Symphony no. 3 
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Sticky Note
>This group only existed for 8 years, 1941—1949, under the direction of Izler Solomon and was the precursor to the Columbus Symphony Orchestra. >Very few recordings of the broadcast performances during that time have been released. >This particular clip is an example of an unreleased performance of Roy Harris’ great American symphony no. 3. It’s a lacquer recorded direct from broadcast so it is not the best sound quality, but it has survived as an artifact, nevertheless.



“Wake up, America!” 

Wake up, America!, Program 342 “What do we mean by 
un-American activities?” (1946)   
  

HUAC hearing, Oct. 21, 1947. Library of Congress. 

Available at http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/pphome.html 

(viewed Oct. 18, 2009) 

 

Photograph courtesy of the Library of Congress. 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/pphome.html
rodriguezsan
Sticky Note
Debaters: >Samuel B. Pettengill, U.S. representative from Indiana, published a book on Thomas Jefferson>Arthur Garfield Hays, general counsel for the ACLU; took part in many famous cases such as the Scopes trial, the Sacco and Vanzetti case; even the Reichstag trial in Berlin



Max de Schauensee, music critic 

“E lucevan le stelle” 
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Sticky Note
b. 1900, Rome, Italy; d. July 24, 1982, Philadelphia, PA--from New Grove Dictionary of American Music>music critic, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin>panelist, Texaco’s Metropolitan Opera Quiz>author, The Collector’s Verdi and Puccini>tenor, recordings



VD Radio Project, Program no. 6, “Crossroads Ballad” 
sung narration by Tom Glazer (1948)   

Clarksdale, MS 

CC Image courtesy of JMazzolaa on Flickr 
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Sticky Note
Singer: Tom Glazer, folk singerContext: Man cheats on his wife after they argue and receives a surprise.  Project taken on by Columbia University. The aim was to inform and encourage treatment for this growing trend. Used a number of genres to deliver the message: soap operas, documentaries, spots, ballad dramas. Alan Lomax wrote many of the folk ballads (“hillbilly operas”)



“I’m an American!” 

“I’m an American!” program, Program no. 7 (1944) 
  

Turner, Oren Jack. Albert Einstein, 1879-1955, c1947. Library of Congress. 

Available at http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/pphome.html (viewed Oct. 19, 2009) 

 

Photograph courtesy of the Library of Congress. 

“Science has provided the possibility of liberation for 

human beings from hard labor, but science itself is not 

a liberator. It creates means, not goals… 

…the fate of humanity is entirely dependent upon 

its moral development.” 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/pphome.html
rodriguezsan
Sticky Note
Program: Highlighting naturalized citizensContext: An interview with Albert Einstein, who has just taken his naturalization test. Einstein discusses some of the reasons for his appreciation of American citizenship as well as the progress of man and how America is the land of opportunity.



Addressing  the Future 

 Digitization of content 

 

 More robust web presence 

 

 Written transcription of verbal content 

 

 DACS (Describing Archives: a Content 

Standard) 
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